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BUSINESS
Doha Bank hosts session on changing GCC dynamics and market opportunities

D

oha Bank has hosted a knowledge sharing session entitled
“Changing Dynamics and Market Opportunities” in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) held in Abu
Dhabi recently.
Key speakers included Talal Touqan, head of Research and Advisory at
Al Ramz Capital; Padmanabha Acharya, partner at Deloitte; Huda alMatroushi, executive board member of
Abu Dhabi Business Women Council;
and Mohan Jashanmal, owner, Jashanmal National Company, and chairman
of the Indian Business and Professional
Group, Abu Dhabi.
During the event, Doha Bank Group
CEO Dr R Seetharaman discussed the
global and regional economies. He
said: “The recent IMF outlook forecasted global growth at 3.2% in 2016.
Growth in advanced economies is
projected to remain modest, in line
with 2015 outcomes at 1.9% this year.
Emerging and developing economies
are expected to grow at 4.1% this year.
“The global economy was increasingly vulnerable to downside risks, in-

cluding further market turmoil in the
wake of this year’s China-led downturn. Growth in the GCC is now expected to decline from 3.3% in 2015 to
1.8% in 2016. In 2016, the Saudi economy was expected to grow by 1.2%, Qatar at 3.4%, Oman (1.8%), and Bahrain
(2.1%).”
Citing the IMF April 2016 outlook,
Seetharaman said the UAE economy
is expected to grow by 2.4% this year,
while Abu Dhabi is projected to grow at
1.7% in 2016.
In real terms, Seetharaman said,
non-oil activities accounted for 50.2%
of the GDP at constant prices in 2014.
As part of Abu Dhabi’s Economic Vision 2030, he said the contribution of
the non-oil sector is aimed to be 64%
of GDP.
Seetharaman said domestic and government credit demand has risen by
8.1% year-on-year in February 2016,
while demand from government-related enterprises (GREs) climbed by
5.5%.
Lower oil revenues are driving
tightening of liquidity, according to

Seetharaman. “Government deposits were down 13.9% y-o-y in February 2016. Combined government and
public sector deposits, meanwhile,
had fallen by 5% y-o-y in February
2016. The trade balance between Qatar and Abu Dhabi had reached $67bn. Recently Abu Dhabi has issued
benchmark dual-tranche of ﬁve and
10 years bonds worth $5bn. The low
oil prices have emphasised on ﬁscal
discipline and liquidity management,”
he said.
Touqan, who spoke on “Oil Paradigm Leads to Different Investment
Themes,” highlighted factors which are
responsible for oil prices to drive equity markets, while Acharya delivered
a market overview and discussed key
business issues.
Al-Matroushi, on the other hand,
spoke on “Changing Dynamics and
Market Opportunities from the Perspective of Businesswomen,” while
Jashanmal spoke about the history of
UAE’s business environment from the
1960s onwards and the support given
by the government.

Seetharaman sharing his insights on global and regional economies during a knowledge sharing session held in Abu Dhabi.

Proﬁt pain looms for Saudi
banks with costs at 7-yr high
Nine of 12 Saudi banks reported
Q1 profit that beat estimates; bad
loan provision, cost of funding seen
rising amid oil slump
Bloomberg
Dubai

F

or anyone betting Saudi Arabia’s banks are entering a resurgent phase after their earnings
crushed analyst estimates in the ﬁrst
quarter, here’s a reality check.
Borrowing costs in the kingdom have
risen to the highest in seven years, bad
loans are forecast to jump after an increase in lending to companies hurt by
payment delays, and economic growth
is poised to slow by more than half this
year. Little wonder, then, that analysts
have turned the most sceptical since
April 2015 on the outlook for Saudi
banks, cutting their earnings projections for four successive months.
The business environment “will get
difficult from here,” said Murad Ansari,
a Riyadh-based analyst at EFG-Hermes
Holding, the largest listed Arab investment bank. Ansari downgraded two
Saudi lenders to neutral last month
and one to sell. “The big issues over the
next few quarters will be the rise in provisions for bad loans and a jump in the
cost of funding. Provisioning was fairly
benign in the ﬁrst quarter and should
rise steadily from the second half.”
The deteriorating outlook for Saudi
Arabia’s almost $600bn banking industry is a sign of the stresses hobbling
the country at a time when the government is seeking to usher in economic
changes designed to cut dependence on
oil revenue. The more than 50% slump

in crude prices in the past two years
has left the world’s biggest oil exporter
grappling with a budget deﬁcit near the
widest in more than two decades, and
government borrowing may top 120bn
riyals ($32bn) in 2016.
Analysts polled by Bloomberg have
reduced proﬁt estimates for Saudi
banks by 10% since September to
1,503 riyals per share. In contrast, they
turned bullish on emerging-market
peers this year, raising projections by
4.2% since a low in January.
S&P Global Ratings increased its risk
rating on Saudi Arabia’s banking industry by one level last Monday, citing the
likely increase in banks’ non-perform-

ing loans and credit losses amid slower
economic growth sparked by oil’s drop.
Still, the banking system comprises a
small number of domestic players beneﬁting from well-protected franchises
with high barriers to entry, it said. National Commercial Bank and Al Rajhi
Bank, the kingdom’s two biggest lenders, account for 35% of the industry’s
total assets.
Nine of 12 publicly traded banks in
the kingdom beat proﬁt expectations in
the ﬁrst quarter, as lending grew 3.4%,
accelerating from a 2.4% increase in the
previous quarter, according to central
bank data.
The jump was partly driven by ad-

Barclays Africa said to attract
Abraaj-led group for stake
Bloomberg
London

B

uyout ﬁrm Abraaj Group is leading a group of investors planning
to bid for a minority stake in Barclays’ African unit, according to people
familiar with the matter.
Abraaj is working with ﬁnancial advisers and is in discussions to team up
with other investors including a Middle Eastern sovereign wealth fund, the
people said, asking not to be identiﬁed
as the information is private. The private
equity ﬁrm may bid for as much as 35%
of Barclays Africa Group Ltd, one of the
people said.
At current market prices, a stake that
size would be valued at about $2.6bn. No
ﬁnal decision has been made, and talks
may still fall apart, the people said.
Abraaj’s consortium doesn’t include
former Barclays chief executive officer
Bob Diamond, the people said. Barclays
was unlikely to agree to sell to its former
chief, one of the people said. Diamond
said in April he was weighing a bid with
investors including US private equity giant Carlyle Group LP.
Barclays sold about one-ﬁfth of its
stake in the African unit in the market
earlier this month as part of CEO Jes
Staley’s plan to retreat from the continent and raise cash to reduce its capital
burden. The bank is restricted from selling more shares in the African business
by a 90-day lock-up period.

Abraaj and its group of investors had
previously held exclusive talks to buy
the stake, but allowed them to expire so
Barclays could sell shares on the market,
one of the people said. The group is still
in discussions to buy the stake, the person said.
Barclays Africa is South Africa’s
third-largest bank and has operations
in 12 nations with more than 12mn customers. While it continues to grow and
has produced both increased proﬁt and
dividends, European and UK banking
regulations have eroded the parent company’s ability to beneﬁt from the expansion.
Representatives for Abraaj and Barclays declined to comment. A representative for Barclays Africa said that there
has been “signiﬁcant interest from various parties as evidenced by the recent
accelerated book build,” and declined to
comment further.
While Abraaj is looking at buying a
stake in the business, South Africa’s
central bank said it would oppose a
full takeover from a private equity
bidder.
“As a regulator we won’t be comfortable with a private equity play for any
of the banks,” Deputy Reserve Bank
governor Kuben Naidoo said earlier this
month. The central bank would “look
quite negatively” on a buyout because
these typically involve leverage and exit
strategies, and banks need long-term
commitments from shareholders with
deep pockets, he said.

ditional lending to contractors as the
government delayed payments, according to Olivier Panis, a Dubai-based
vice-president at Moody’s Investors
Service.
Moody’s in March cut its outlook on
Saudi banks to negative, citing the collapse in oil prices and falling government spending. The rating company
forecast non-performing loans will rise
to about 2.5% of total loans over the
next 12 to 18 months, from a “very low
average” of 1.4% in September.
“Usually, non-performing loans pick
up six months after economic growth
slows so there is still more pain to
come,” said Jaap Meijer, a Dubai-based

managing director for research at Arqaam Capital Ltd. “We will start to see
the economy slow only now and so the
real test will be six months hence at
around the fourth quarter.”
Meijer expects Saudi banks’ proﬁt
to climb by about 6% in 2016, before
falling by 3% next year. Provisions will
grow this year, he said.
Economic growth will slow by more
than half in 2016 to 1.5%, according
to the median estimate of 13 analysts
compiled by Bloomberg. The kingdom
is cutting spending by 14% this year
and has reduced subsidies on fuel, electricity and water.
Borrowing costs among lenders are
at the highest since January 2009. The
three-month Saudi Interbank Offered
Rate, a benchmark used to price loans,
rose 1 basis point to 2.07% on Tuesday.
It climbed above 2% last month even
as data showed liquidity in the banking
system improved in March. An increase
in deposits helped Saudi banks’ loansto- deposit ratio drop to 87.5% from
88.1% a month earlier.
“Banks’ funding costs will go up
immediately over the next two quarters considering there is a liquidity
squeeze and the interbank rates have
gone up,” said Chiradeep Ghosh, a Bahrain- based analyst at Securities & Investment Co. Bad loan provisions will
“deﬁnitely increase from the second or
the third quarter,” he said.
Ansari at EFG-Hermes forecast
earnings at Saudi banks will decline
7% this year from 2015. Their non-performing loans ratio may climb to 1.5%
from 1.1% in 2015 and to 2.3% next year,
he said. Ghosh at SICO Bahrain said he
expects Saudi banks’ proﬁt to be about
ﬂat compared to last year.

Private
school
operator
GEMS said
in early
IPO talks
Bloomberg
London
GEMS Education, one of the biggest private school operators, is
in the early stages of preparing
for an initial public offering, according to people familiar with
the matter.
GEMS is talking to advisers
about a potential listing, the
people said. An IPO could take
place as soon as next year, one
of the people said. No final decision has been made, and GEMS
may also decide against selling
shares if market conditions are
unfavourable, they said.
A representative for GEMS
didn’t respond to a request for
comment.
The company, which operates
more than 80 schools across
14 countries, is expanding after
selling stakes to private equity
firms, including Blackstone
Group, in 2014. GEMS raised
$250mn to build new schools
in the Gulf Cooperation Council
member states and other countries, people with knowledge of
the deal said last month.
Revenue rose 13% to $466.8mn
in the six months through the
end of February, driven by
higher student enrolments and
revenue per student, GEMS said
in a statement to the Nasdaq
Dubai last month. Total student
capacity across its schools was
111,652.

Libya oil fields to ‘grind to halt’ amid port blockage

A general view of the Hariga oil seaport in the city of Tobruk, Libya (file). Fields responsible for the bulk of Libya’s oil exports will be forced to halt
production within a month unless a blockade is lifted on the port of Marsa el-Hariga, according to the Tripoli-based National Oil Corp. “In less than
four weeks we will have to shut production completely because the tanks at Hariga will be full,” Mohamed Harari, a spokesman for NOC, said in an
e-mailed statement. “The blockade will cause serious harm and bring no benefits.” Factions controlling the east of the North African nation imposed
the port blockade on April 30 after their bid to sell a crude cargo independently of Tripoli was stymied as the UN blacklisted the shipment. With rising
tensions between the UN-backed western-based government of national unity led by Fayez al-Serraj and rivals in the east, oil production by Arabian
Gulf Oil Co, which ships crude through Hariga, has dropped to 90,000 bpd from 240,000 barrels, the producer has said.

